¿Necesitas Ayuda? 919 01 15 89
lun-vie: 9h-20h sábados: 10h-15h

Itinerario

Detalles del viaje: 13 días

Día 1 · UK - Night on board
Arrive at departure airport for flight to Hong Kong. Night on board

Día 2 · Hong Kong
Arrive in Hong Kong, one of the most avant-garde cities in Asia. Transfer to the hotel and spend the rest of the day relaxing or getting to know this fascinating
city. Overnight at the hotel.

Día 3 · Hong Kong
Breakfast at the hotel. Today, you will enjoy a half day excursion discovering Hong Kong’s delights. You will be transferred to Victoria Peak by Peak Tram,
Aberdeen (with an optional sampan ride), enroute historic Repulse Bay, Stanley Market for bargains and a visit to a prestigious jewellery workshop. After the
tour, you can spend the afternoon exploring the city independently. Overnight at the hotel.

Día 4 · Hong Kong
Breakfast at the hotel. Free day to explore the city. We suggest spending some time exploring the shops. every budget is catered for, from glitzy malls, chic
side-street boutiques, bazaars and markets. We also recommend exploring the amazing options of food outlets in the city, which is one of the world´s top
culinery capitals. In the afternoon we recommend taking a boat trip through Hong Kong Bay to watch the sunset. Overnight at the hotel.

Día 5 · Hong Kong - Cebu
Breakfast at the hotel. Transfer to airport for the flight to Cebu. Arrive in Cebu, an island in the Phillipines and transfer to your resort. Originally a centre for
trading, Cebu is now home to luxury resorts and beautiful crystal shores. Enjoy watching the sunset on the beach or take a stroll along the coast. Overnight in
Cebu.

Día 6 · Cebu
Breakfast at the hotel. Spend the day at your leisure, relaxing on the beach or by the pool, or we recommend taking our optional island hopping tour.* Overnight
in Cebu. * Optional Island Hopping Tour: Spend the day snorkelling with tropical fish on an island-hopping excursion. Cruise through the islands in a large
motorized canoe called a 'bench' dive and swim in the protected waters of Hilutungan Marine Reserve, and enjoy a picnic lunch on a white-sand beach. There
is free time for relaxing on the beach, and spectacular views of the island-dotted waters of the Philippine Sea. Price per person: £148.

Día 7 · Cebu
Breakfast at your hotel. Take the day to enjoy the unparalleled facilities of your hotel, and perhaps indulge in a spa treatment. Overnight in Cebu

Día 8 · Cebú - Bohol
Breakfast at the hotel. Transfer to Cebu Seaport for a ferry ride to Bohol in Business Class. Enjoy the beautiful ocean scenery before you arrive at Tagbilaran
Pier and transfer to Bohol Beach Club. Spend the rest of your day discovering the beautiful and surprising scenery of this island, which is home to amazingly
vibrant coral reefs and interesting geological formations. Overnight in Bohol.

Día 9 · Bohol
Breakfast at the hotel. Spend the day on an excursion to Pamilacan Island. Enjoy a p rivate boat trip, transfer from hotel to drop of area for the boat, transfer
from drop of area back to hotel, all entrance fees, services of an English speaking guide and lunch. Overnight in Bohol.

Día 10 · Bohol
Breakfast at the hotel. Enjoy the day at your leisure and perhaps sample some of the delicious local Filipino dishes or visit the local town for a slice of the
vibrant and friendly culture of this region. Overnight in Bohol.

Día 11 · Bohol - Chocolate Hills
Breakfast at the hotel. Today enjoy the fascinating Chocolate Hills on a tour of these geological wonders. Visit historical and cultural landmarks like the Blood
Compact Shrine and Baclayon Church, then go sightseeing at the Chocolate Hills and Man Made Forest. Sample some of the local delicacies and spend some

relaxing time on an enchanting Loboc River Cruise and also meet the cute tarsiers, the world's smallest primates. Overnight in Bohol.

Día 12 · Bohol - Cebu - UK
Breakfast at the hotel before returning to Cebu on a Business Class ferry ride and taking a flight back to the UK. Night on board.

Día 13 · UK
Arrival in UK and end of your trip.
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